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Abstract
The ROBOCON Project is an activity that focused on the learners of practical engineering by engaging them in
robotics technology competitions. This project was launched in 2017 to emphasize on the learning activities using
complex mechanisms and electronic control systems apart from metal manufacturing processes, such as machining
works and welding which are regularly conducted at Monodukuri Center in Kurume Institute of Technology. Although
the result of the first challenge to robot competition was not satisfactory, based on that experience the ROBOCON
Project created an exhibition robot aimed at improving the technical capabilities and promoting recruitment of the
members.



















































































































































⑴ NHK 学生ロボコン 公式サイト，http://www.official-robocon.com/gakusei/
⑵ ROBO-ONE オフィシャル WEB サイト，http://www.robo-one.com
⑶ ABU ROBOCON2018，http://aburobocon2018．vtv.vn/
⑷ NHK 学生ロボコン2018 ～ABU アジア・太平洋ロボコン代表選考会～ ルールブック，http://www.official-robocon.com/
gakusei/about/history/
図6 トレースロボット
図7 トレースロボットの制御システム概要図
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